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Today’s Objectives
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Upon completion of the webinar, the participant will:
1. Understand the difference between the conversation and the
form
2. Discover resources available to assist in the conversations
3. Identify the documentation requirements for billing for these
conversations
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Patient Self Determination Act
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In1990, the Patient Self-Determination Act
was passed to preserve patient autonomy
regarding end-of-life medical decisionmaking.

Do you have a living will or advance directive?
© HTS3 2020

http://journals.lww.com/jncqjournal/Abstract/publishahead/Improving_the_Advance_Directive_Request_and.99663.aspx
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Facts to Consider
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http://theconversationproject.org/
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Determine What is Important
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“Talking with your loved ones openly and
honestly, before a medical crisis happens,
gives everyone a shared understanding about
what matters most to you at the end of life.”
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http://theconversationproject.org/starter-kits/
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Success Story
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(1)Conversations and relationships matter.
(2)Innovation in end-of-life care requires highly personalized local
solutions
(3)While the end-of life advance directive document is standardized,
the process for each patient and family will be unique and
intimate.
(4)Accessibility of records.
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http://www.forbes.com/sites/offwhitepapers/2014/09/23/how-to-die-in-america-welcome-to-la-crosse/#7d595e28572c
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Changing Models

“Our goal is to recognize the trend toward practice
transformation and overall improved quality of care,
while preventing unwanted and unnecessary care”
CMS CFR 11-12-2014
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Who Can Perform ACP?
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“the services described by CPT codes 99497 and 99498 are
appropriately provided by physicians or using a team-based
approach”
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https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched/Downloads/FAQ-Advance-Care-Planning.pdf
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Team-Based Care

Clear Roles
Shared Goals

Effective
Communication
Measurable
Processes
and Outcomes

Mutual Trust
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https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQSfxK_VwmoKnWIsWC9daOFJu-j9HV7e64cUg&usqp=CAU
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Team-Based Care Cont’d.
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https://nam.edu/perspectives-2012-core-principles-values-of-effective-team-based-health-care /
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Approach to the Conversation
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Voluntary Advance Care Planning
• “ACP enables Medicare beneficiaries to make important decisions
that give them control over the type of care they receive and when
they receive it.”

MLN Matters® Number: MM9271 Related Change Request Number: 9271
© HTS3 2020
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Medicare’s Definition of ACP
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Voluntary Advance Care Planning
• “Voluntary ACP means the face-to-face service between a
physician (or other qualified health care professional) and the
patient discussing advance directives, with or without completing
relevant legal forms. An advance directive is a document
appointing an agent and/or recording the wishes of a patient
pertaining to his/her medical treatment at a future time should
he/she lack decisional capacity at that time. ”
MLN Matters® Number: MM9271 Related Change Request Number: 9271
© HTS3 2020
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Advance Care Planning & Advance Directives
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Advance Care Planning = Procedure

Advance Directive = Product

© HTS3 2020
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Conversation Starter
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Step 1 Get Ready
What do you need to think about or do before you feel
ready to have the conversation?
Do you have any particular concerns that you want
to be sure to talk about?
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http://theconversationproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ConversationProject-ConvoStarterKit-English.pdf
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Conversation Starter
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http://theconversationproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ConversationProject-ConvoStarterKit-English.pdf
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Conversation Starter
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Step 2 Get Set
Now finish this sentence: What matters to me at the end
of life is…
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http://theconversationproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ConversationProject-ConvoStarterKit-English.pdf
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Conversation Starter
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Step 2 Get Set
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http://theconversationproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ConversationProject-ConvoStarterKit-English.pdf
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Go Wish
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http://www.gowish.org/gowish/gowish.html
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Hello
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https://commonpractice.com/hello
© HTS3 2020
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The Point of the Advance Care Planning Conversation
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“Talking with your loved ones openly and honestly,
before a medical crisis happens, gives everyone a shared
understanding about what matters most to you at the end
of life.”
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http://theconversationproject.org/starter-kits/
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The Point of the Advance Directive
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Is to provide written documentation of the type of care
the patient wants to receive at the end of their life

© HTS3 2020
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Develop Interventions

After establishing what is important… Capture the Decisions
The conversation can move to determining the patient’s
choices/wishes for end of life

© HTS3 2020
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What Should be Captured?
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Basics to Document
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health Care Proxy
Treatment options….
Chest Compressions
Ventilator
IV fluids
Feeding tubes
Antibiotics
Personal requests…
Spiritual care
Traditions
Rituals/Customs
Add any other directions that are important to the patient

© HTS3 2020
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Forms
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Legal Documents
• Laws regarding execution of the document varies by
state
• There may be a preferred framework to be used –
but there is flexibility in the content
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Forms – Five Wishes
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https://www.agingwithdignity.org/five-wishes
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Forms – Caring Info
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Listed by State
• 50 States plus Puerto Rico and the District of
Columbia
© HTS3 2020

http://www.caringinfo.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3289
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Forms – Living Wills
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Old Language:
• DNRs
• Terminal Condition
• “in the opinion of my physician”
• “in the opinion of 2 physicians”
© HTS3 2020
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Physician Order Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST)
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https://polst.org/state-programs/#/
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Physician Order Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST)
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https://polst.org/state-programs/#/
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POLST
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http://polst.org/advance-care-planning/polst-and-advance-directives/
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POLST and Advance Directives
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http://polst.org/advance-care-planning/polst-and-advance-directives/
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Let’s Talk…
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Reimbursement for the Conversation
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Advance Care Planning (ACP)
• Effective January 1, 2016
• CPT code 99497 and 99498

© HTS3 2020
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CPT Description
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CPT Code 99497- Advance care planning including the explanation
and discussion of advance directives such as standard forms (with
completion of such forms, when performed), by the physician or
other qualified health care professional; first 30 minutes, face-toface with the patient, family member(s), and/or surrogate

CPT Code 99498- each additional 30 minutes (List
separately in addition to code for primary procedure)

© HTS3 2020

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched/Downloads/FAQ-Advance-Care-Planning.pdf
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How do we count time?
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“CPT codes 99497 and 99498 are time-based codes (a base code and an addon code). Are there minimum amounts of time required to bill these codes?
• In the calendar year (CY) 2016 PFS final rule (80 Fed. Reg. 70956), we adopted the
CPT codes and CPT provisions regarding the reporting of timed services.
Practitioners should consult CPT provisions regarding minimum time required to
report timed services. If the required minimum time is not spent with the beneficiary,
family member(s) and/or surrogate to bill CPT codes 99497 or 99498, the
practitioner may consider billing a different evaluation and management (E/M)
service such as an office visit, provided the requirements for billing the other E/M
service are met.”

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched/Downloads/FAQ-Advance-Care-Planning.pdf

© HTS3 2020
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How do we count time?
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Units Number of Minutes
1 unit of 99497: 30 minute unit
≥ 16 minutes through 45 minutes
1 unit of 99497 and 1 unit of 99498: 30 min unit + 30 min unit
≥ 46 minutes through 75 minutes (30 + 16 to 45)
1 unit of 99497 and 2 units of 99498: 30 min unit + (2) 30 min units
≥ 76 minutes through 105 minutes (30 + 30 + 16 to 45)
1 unit of 99497 and 3 units of 99498: 30 min unit + (3) 30 min units
≥ 106 minutes through 135 minutes (30 + 30 + 30 + 16 to 45)
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched/Downloads/FAQ-Advance-Care-Planning.pdf

© HTS3 2020
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Where can ACP be performed?
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“In what settings can ACP services be provided and billed- Inpatient?
Nursing home? Other?
• There are no place of service limitations on the ACP codes. As we stated in
the CY 2016 PFS final rule (80 Fed. Reg. 70956), ACP services may be
appropriately furnished in a variety of settings depending on the needs and
condition of the beneficiary. The codes are separately payable to the billing
physician or practitioner in both facility and non-facility settings and are
not limited to particular physician specialties.”

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched/Downloads/FAQ-Advance-Care-Planning.pdf
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Reimbursement for the Conversation
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• Advance Care Planning (ACP)
• Effective January 1, 2017
• CPT code 99497 and 99498
• Added to the Telehealth list

© HTS3 2020
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RHC and FQHC Face to Face Component
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Rural Health Clinic:
“RHC visits are medically-necessary face-to-face medical or mental
health visits or qualified preventive visits between the patient and a
physician, NP, PA, CNM, CP, or CSW during which a qualified RHC
service is furnished”.
Federally Qualified Health Center:
An FQHC visit is a medically-necessary face-to-face medical or mental
health visit or a qualified preventive health visit between the patient and
a physician, NP, PA, CNM, CP, or CSW during which time one or more
qualified FQHC services are furnished.
© HTS3 2020

https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNProducts/downloads/RuralHlthClinfctsht.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNProducts/downloads/fqhcfactsheet.pdf
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RHC and FQHC Face to Face Component
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There is no rule about the amount of time needed
for the face-to-face component
- Just that there is one -

Workflow example:
The healthcare professional (Nurse, Health Coach, Health Educator) conducts the
conversation with the patient and assists the patient to the level the patient wants
regarding any forms.
The provider checks in during or after the visit and asks the patient if he/she has any
questions about advance care planning.
© HTS3 2020
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Documentation of the Procedure
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CPT = Current Procedural Terminology

Entry in the Medical Record:
• Procedure note
• General overview of discussion
• Advance Directive status
• Time spent

“Examples of appropriate documentation would include an account of
the discussion with the beneficiary (or family members and/or
surrogate) regarding the voluntary nature of the encounter;
documentation indicating the explanation of advance directives (along
with completion of those forms, when performed); who was present;
and the time spent in the face-to-face encounter.”
© HTS3 2020

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched/Downloads/FAQ-Advance-Care-Planning.pdf
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Patient Responsibility
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Beneficiary Eligibility
Medicare pays for ACP as either:
• A separate Part B service when it is medically necessary
• An optional element in conjunction with the Annual
Wellness Visit (AWV)

© HTS3 2020
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Patient Responsibility
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A separate Part B service when it is
medically necessary
•
•
•

Medical Necessity is determined by the provider
A diagnosis must be listed on the claim
Deductibles and Co-Insurance apply
• Typically 80/20

© HTS3 2020
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Patient Responsibility
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How often can it be done under medically necessary
“Per CPT, there are no limits on the number of times ACP can be
reported for a given beneficiary in a given time period. Likewise, CMS
has not established any frequency limits. When the service is billed
multiple times for a given beneficiary, we would expect to see a
documented change in the beneficiary’s health status and/or wishes
regarding his or her end-of-life care.”
© HTS3 2020

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched/Downloads/FAQ-Advance-Care-Planning.pdf
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Patient Responsibility
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An optional element in conjunction with the beneficiary’s
Annual Wellness Visit (AWV)
• Deductibles and Co-Insurance are Waived
“When ACP services are furnished as a part of an AWV, the coinsurance and
deductible would not be applied for ACP. Under that circumstance, both the
ACP and AWV must also be billed together on the same claim. In order to
have the deductible and coinsurance waived for ACP when performed with an
AWV, the ACP code(s) must be billed with modifier 33 (Preventive services).
Since payment for an AWV is limited to only once a year, the deductible and
coinsurance for ACP billed with an AWV can only be waived once a year.”
MLN Matters® Number: MM9271
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Conducting ACP with AWV
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When done with AWV:
•
•
•
•

Done on the same day
Billed on the same claim
Under same provider
Use Modifier 33
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HEDIS
HEDIS and Performance Measurement
“The Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) is
one of health care’s most widely used performance improvement
tools. 191 million people are enrolled in plans that report HEDIS
results.”
47

https://www.ncqa.org/hedis/
© HTS3 2020
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HEDIS
HEDIS 2022: See What’s New
“The newest additions to HEDIS address patient-centered care, as
well as safety and appropriateness.
Advance Care Planning. The percentage of Medicare members 65-80
years of age with advanced illness, indication of frailty or receiving
palliative care, and adults 81 years of age and older who had advance
care planning during the measurement year.”
48

https://blog.ncqa.org/hedis-2022-see-whats-new-whats-changed-and-whats-retired/
© HTS3 2020
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QUESTIONS??
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5110 Maryland Way, Suite 200
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Phone: 307-272-2207
Website: www.healthtechs3.com
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